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ABSTRACT 

The effect of uniaxial stress on the EPR lines in 0.05# ruby may 

be described by the addition of a term to the spin Hamiltonian of the 

form: S*D*S. is a linear function of the strain, e in 

6' and 6” are the magneto-elastic coupling tensors for each of the 

tive of the relative population of paramagnetic ions in the two sites. 

The 6-tensors are fourth-rank tensors 'whose components are related 

by the symmetry of the lattice sites with which they are associated. 

The components of the 6-tensor may be ascertained from the shift 

of the resonance field with strain at various directions in the cry¬ 

stal as a function of the angle between the applied magnetic field 

and the c-axis of the crystal. The strain in the sample is measured 

using four strain gages; one bonded to each side of the sample. 

Linear shifts of the lines have been measured for all observable 

transitions at 9*9 on samples with four different stress-axes. The 

results were fitted to the theory by a least-squares analysis, yielding 

the following values for the independent components of 6' and 6" (in 

Voigt-reduced notation and units of 6c/unit strain): 

the crystal: ® i. j where 6^,= • 

two inequivalent Cr^+ sites in the lattice, a , and are descrip¬ 

G„= 137.2 ± lo7o 

G,^= -5&J3 ± loJ» 

= 192.3 t 

G++= 57.19 ± I S'7* 

G14.= -12.80 ± 3o?a 

&4-I =-\8,88+5b% 

+ 2 GIU ■= -4£.o 
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I. HVTRODUCTIOV 

The purpose of this experiment is to determine the spin-lattice 

coupling of Cr^+ in 0.05$ ruby. This is an extension ©f an investi¬ 

gation begun by R. B. Hemphill in 1963 for his Ph.B. thesis at Rice. 

He shows that the effect can he accounted for by the addition of a 

term of the forms HgL = 8-IHS to the spin Hamiltonian. He shows 

that B can he taken as a symmetric, traceless tensor of second-rank. 

D is related to the strain as follows % w^ere iL *s a 

fourth-rank tensor called the magnet®-elastic coupling tensor. 

Hemphill assumed a form for the G-tensor which has since been found 

to be inadequate. The symmetry of the A1203 lattice dictates that 

certain components must be zero and relations must bold between 

others of the components. Hemphill attributed to© much symmetry to 

the Cr3+ (i.e. M^*") sites and thus obtained too many zero terms. 

The non-zero components are found by measuring the shift of 

resonance field with strain at various directions in the crystal as 

a function of the angle between the applied magnetic field and the 

c-a,xis of the crystal. The strain is measured with four eonstantan 

strain gages, one on each side of the rod. The stress is adjusted 

so that, all four gages register the same strain, thus eliminating 

all bending in the rod. Measurements were made for four separate 

directions of applied stress with a simple, absorption-type spec¬ 

trometer at 9-9 employing phase-sensitive detection. The re¬ 

sults indicated a good linear relation between the field shift and 

the measured strain. 



II. THEORY 

The effective-spin Hamiltonian 'which describes the spin-resonance 

(n-i) H = 2|3 B-S + D (S* - 5A) + S • D * S . 
B is a second'-rank tensor which must he symmetric and real, since 

H must he a Hermitian operator. Moreover, no generality is lost by 

taking's traceless, as Hemphill shows the trace corresponds to a shift 

in the zero level of the energy. 

B. . is assumed to be linear in the strain, % 

where 6 will, in general, be a fourth-rank tensor having eighty-one 

independent components. Nov Is and ID are both real, symmetric tensors, 

so that equation (II-2) must be invariant to an interchange of the 

indices i and j, or of the indices k and 1. Hence we must have, 

This relation shows that the number of independent components of 

The strain, e, is related to the stress, T, by a fourth-rank 

tensor called the elastic-compliance tensor: 

he given by; 

for i, j = 1, 2, 3 

(II-3) 

6 is at most thirty-six. Therefore, we my use the Yoigt notation^ to 

v Jbr r?*. % HO '4® (( • 

3 
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(II- 

Rewriting in Voigt notationt 

4') 0 = y r T* 

•Y\= l 



III. THE FORM OF THE G-TENSOR IN RUBY 

In section II ve showed that the G-tensor has at most thirty-six 

independent components, ve will now show that the symmetry of the 

crystal further reduces the number of independent components to ten. 

Figure 1 shows a portion of the 0( -A1 0 lattice, which is the 

host lattice in ruby. The Cr3+ atoms substitute into the lattice at 

the Al^+sites which are the small black spheres. It will be seen 

that the point symmetry at these sites is only C3. The sites marked 

b and c are completely equivalent; but sites a and b are found to be 

magnetically inequivalent'1', a and b are physically equivalent and 

one can be carried into the other by a rotation of l80° about an 

a-axis through the oxygen plane between them. Hence we may relate 

the physical properties of these two sites by performing the neces¬ 

sary rotations. 

There will be a G-tensor related to each of the inequivalent 

sites. Both of these G-tensors will have the same form, since the 

point symmetry is C3 at each site. In general, a rotation of the 

G-tensor is given by the following expression: 

(III-1) GiiVu "^2 Ykr'&ls 

If the ^.>are components of the 120° rotation about z-axis: 

(III-2) 

C,- 

_ 1 
•2. 

{J o 
_ 1 

"L- o 

<3 o 1 
t 

the tensor must have been left invar lent, G c - G-c^yjl 



FIGURE I Al203 

(from 

LATTICE 
Hemphilll) 
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This condition, together with the requirement that 1 he traceless, 

allows us to write, for either G-tensor, in the Yoigt notation; 

G,,. 
~ Sit 

O 

~ G5) 

G», 

■kfe.-Sia) 

If we call the 6-hensor for sit® h, 6 and that for site a, 6", 

then we nay apply equation (XXX-l), with the V ^ "being components of 

the l80° rotation about the x-axis, t© obtain the relations; 

Q" 
G* '^33 Gl4 CD ,5 

1 G(x Go _1(2 - G|4 'Gir 

,X) 
G?7 o 0 

G4I “*^4, 0 p ^44 

l G* -Gr, 0 G<H 

\ ^ 
\ ~biL Gii, 0 c 

(m-4) Gli = -GLi 

a,'.. = G-- 
^ Li 

for i, j = 1, 5> 1f 6j 5, 1> or *#•> 5 

otherwise. 

Thus we have reduced the total number of independent components 

for the two 6-tensors from 162, possible, to 10 at most. 

If we let 

(in-5) =■ GVs * v! 

where n + n' s= 1 

n s relative number of Cr^+ ions in sites equivalent 

to b 

n = relative number of Cr^ ions in sites equivalent 

to a 

the forms of section II will be valid descriptions of the experiment. 

We will assume that there is no preferential filling of the two sites, 



f 
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so that n= n'j i.e. the two sites will he assumed to he equally 

populated. 
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IV. DIAGCNALIZATIOR Of THE EFFECTIVE-SPIN HAMILTONIAN 

In the Voigt notation, equation (II-l) for the Hamiltonian is just 

iu-v) H = IB,S, + Bvsy -t-BjS,) + D(S;-
5/4)+ 

D,SX + D* Sy + D3 Si + D4(SYSi'V 
s.SyU D5(s<si+sA)+a(sxs^svsx) 

We would like now to solve an energy-eigenvalue problem of the follow¬ 

ing sort? 

(iv-D H |fc> = E*\to> 

He will assume that we may take the state jas a linear combination 

of the ©pin-eigenstates for Sa which have the following relations? 

S* I Yns) = mnslw$>  
(i?-2) \-w\s> — 'h [J(^+W)( V^s'i |TVIS-1) +■ jl‘Wi+1/] 

SY 1™*) = I'^V-D ~ U4il>] 
For the case of ruby where S = 3/£, ms may take on the valves; 3/g, 

1/S, - 1/2, - 3/2. Therefore, we take 

(IF-3)  - - ^ 

Now, the spin-Ftates, \m$y , form a complete, orthogonal basis for a 

system of spin 3/2, so we have 

<V I = S*,,*./ 
If we write, for convenience sake, | i^ = jm^where is 1 for 

ms= 3/2, 2 for ms=l/2, 3 for a^=s - 1/2, and 4 for ms~ - 3/2, then 

multiplying equation (l?-l) by <^i| , i — 1, 2, 3, k, we obtain, 
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using relations (HT-3) and (lf-%); 

afei = o 
where 

(nr-6) H- . = < i- I H \ i> 

i = 1, 2, 3, * 

Upon substituting equation (ll-l’) in (l?~6) and employing rela- 

3 ’ 
tions (IV-2), ve are able to evaluate the matrix elements 

In order that the solutions of (I?-5) be non-trivial, it is 

necessary that the secular determinant of the set of equations be 

zero. If we choose a coordinate system so that the magnetic field B 

lies in the x-z plane, ve will have By = 0 in equation (ll-l')« In 

this case the secular determinant is the following; 

(ar-7) 

(IGB COS (?Gfo £>U\.© + £•) 

GB + €) (tGBcove-i-E) 
v ) 

where 

V * 

b = o +'SAD3 

£- 

(Da-^Dj 
and Du = D, " Da. 

V O 

( GS &L*-©) 

{-{(J&uie-l-z) -t) 

(®GBt^©-e*) S-E) 

How, since the stress applied to the crystal is very small, we 

will assume that the components of 1) are much smaller than the terms B 

and G. That this is valid can be seen from the fact that we are 

treating the stress effects as a perturbation. If the B terms are not 

much smaller than B and G, then this perturbation treatment is not 
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valid. Usine this fact, we will neglect all terms in the expansion of 

(IV-7) which are of second-order or higher in the terms of D. When 

this is done, the following secular equation is obtained upon expand¬ 

ing (nr-7). 

(iv-8) 0= E4- °< E* -t-p EtV + D(l + D, + Dff F^ ^ 

where: o( = 
5/i B* + ID* 

p = 2G'B'D (\-Scos*e) 
^ = D4+ G4B4 + 1A.G B D ©) 

F0 = 3G’B'(D-E} We 

FDj"= AD (Da-Ex) +3/2 GVD (l-Au*'e)+36l£E'(l-Wa) 
FD — -(DG 8* ( D + 2 £■) CO$ © © 

G?- V77S9 Gc/k6 
D = -5.733 Gc 

It is of interest to note that for B lying in the x-z plane the 

secular equation is dependent on only four of the six components of 

D. 
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V. STRAIN BEPETOHJCE IN SECULAR FORM 

The secular equation (IF-8) may he written; 

(v-i) o^e) =0 

The total differential of this function is justs 

(v-2) 4F = d E + FB dB +-^Jtyv + d D* -t- F0^ d D* + Fe d © = 0 
where F„« SF/^ 

The secular equation will have four roots which we will denote as E’L , 

i a=l, 2, 3> where for convenience we will denote these so that for 

fixed. B, 0, Ba, B?, and Bg, E,S Ea^E,^ E^. ¥hen E is replaced by 

in the secular equation, we will write it as s 

(v-1') Fl'(Ei,B,0„)Di,Dr,e) = 0 ; 1-1,2,3, ^ 

In this notation (V-2) becomes; 

(v-2*) Fe
L. dF^ + F^ dB +FD

l
)vdDu tF^dDj \F^iCk + Fede=o 

If we consider an experiment in which ® is held constant, so 40 ® 

0 and where the energy difference E *u - E • = E 0 is constant, i > j, so 

d(E* - Ej) 0, (as a microwave experiment at a constant microwave 

frequency y, where hy= Ee would be), then we would writes 

(V-3) <JF'S = O = Fej [Ft‘dEi tFB
;dSt JD„ + 

F; a os + r0; dof] - rc\ l F,; Je, + F8‘ J S + F*‘ JOF 

F«J <*0, +F^ JDt] 

0 = F*j FE;
: (d E; - J E.) t ( Fe! F,1 - Fs; F^dSt 

J/^c-FE;r0;)dDt 
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If ve solve for dB in equation we obtain; 

But if ¥e consider V-U,v >1 K 

(v-5) B = B(D,„ OJ, Ds) 
then 

Or-*1) JB = ^%D(1 dDlx + s d Dff 

so (Y-h) and (Y-V ) show that 

(V-6) 

How we see from section I? that we are able to calculate all of the 

derivations of F which appear in (V-k) and (V~6) to first order in the 

small quantities; 

F^-4 E* -(5G'B‘+4D')Ei + 26'8'D (i-We) 

F/- G’B [?/4GvB’-SE't4D£:(l--5oM.,e) + D,0-4,c«,e)] 
(V-T) 3G'8" e (D-Ei) 

F* = 6 D (tf- F*) +3A G’8‘ [Et t (D*-E;)(i-&cos'e)] 
F^ = - G G'' co« e AG* e (t> +1E-,) 

In this experiment we held 6 fixed and operated at a constant 

frequency E0/h so that equation (V-V) was valid. When stress is 

applied the crystal is strained and (V-41) tells us; 

(T-8) dB/Je = ^ 4D/d£ + 3^ d0l/de + s^Dj
dVde 

so we measure the shift, dfi/de, calculate the components o*B/o)Bg 

from the relations in (V-7) and (V-6), and calculate dB*/de. 
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For the two types of sites we obtain from (XI-2') and (III-4); 

Da — ( ( 6, - O + Q. ( G14 €4 -v- GiS-€5 + G.ce<,) 

D,a = (&«-Gn)( €,"£*) + 3. (G,4 e4“ 
D, * - + 
o;= D, 
Ds - Gs, (e, - O - G4S e4 + G+4 e5 + G4I e4 
K “ “G5I (€, -ej + G4S.e4 + G* e5 + G4(e* 

Consider the coordinate system below, where X, Y, Z is the 

crystalline system corresponding to that in Figure 1, and B and T lie 

in the x-z plane.© is the angle from the c-axis to T going toward 

the x-axis.(|)is the angle from the +a-axis to the little x-axis. 

7K1 
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The stress is applied uniaxially along the axis of the sample rod, 

and in coordinate system, ^ ^ , which has T applied along the 

% -axis and where vo = y-axis we have 

/>\ 

% T.t 
, O \ ol 

In this coordinate system the measured strain, e, is just 

tv-?) e = s;; Tlot 

where sJJ is the elastic compliance component in the ^ , YJ , ^ system. 

Applying a rotation "%-(0) about the VJ -axis brings us into the lab¬ 

oratory systems 

/ Awwa @ \ 
0 \ 

TLt 
Ce£a & 
O 

-Avw.0 COoQ 

O \ / 
A further rotation by - about the z-axis brings us to the crystalline 

systems 

& Ce± <$ \ 

/W.1 <d $ * 
. Cod* $ 

<d c_x> (& AM*. $ 
,-Au <& coo a to* $ . 
\ a hi* $ Cob ^5 / 

T, u 

So that 

<v-10) 

vv? © $ + Six 43 A^vC“ $ + S,3 
,*S,41/wi)Gos©AA-*25\ 

t faLvs. 0 ^ 4- S|| Aw? AAAA* 5 +%Co41^ coi® ^**5 I 
^ - r . I 

/S, 
S\L 

^ © + s„ Cao1« I 
Si4- 0 ( ooC (§- /ilv? ^3^ “ S44 <6>tvt © Cos Q£> A>Cyw ^ / 

"S44. /^A^V- (fi) Co^ © Q Sj^ ® ^ ^ / 

Vs,4 Aw. « Co* <® 5 + 2(S»-S,%) Ao*’ <® AW$)C®<5$ / 
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Likewise a similarity transformation of rotation +^about the z-axis 

_>> 

will bring D from the crystalline system into the laboratory system 

^ D | C&t? $ ■+ Dz ^ +• 1 Do Cos cj AJOVU ^ 
D, Aow? (|> + Da Oy<^ «$ - 0. De OX* ^ 

Pf 
-a AUA. $ i- O4 Co^ 
Os C©-& $ ^ O4 AJUV $ 

, “ On. CeO $ <$ - Dfr (- Cft-e' C^) 

S© that we hare in the laboratory system 

DM, 

(V-U) 0 u M = Oao*>a$ +aD(,W:i§ 

D3 U, 
=
 DS 

Os M, = Ds- ^ $ +■ D4 AIA^ $ 

Using, then, equations (V-ll), (V-IQ), and (7-9) and differentia 

ting with respect to the measured strain we obtain 

(v-12) atVde = (G„-Gj[ (Sjl^) iilw" e j^a©A^3$] 

■V 0. -§# 

4- Giff [-S%; MAC a© 0*0 3$] 

4- G14t [- 
S,4/s« 2 AX*. 2© Ce-A 3 

" ( Gi. + Gi») [ ( 
JTr%) 2 c^a' © -1 

+ G,3 [ 
s,,A,r kifv? <0 + <S*VSM C«>6

J
 ©>1 

G4, [(,Jir)^© 

4- G44 L*%r &> A^'l^ - s<tVs“ t/iu^‘1©] 

¥ G4S[-
S
7S: ^*<9 c^3(|] 

+ G51 - ( s„" ) A-cw* <0 Co^ 3 

and the forms for , B^ , and D5 , will be those of (V-12) with 

the appropriate sign changes. 
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With the information contained in equations (Y-12) and the 

corresponding equations for the other site, ve see that in order to 

have the shift dB/de the same for hath sites ve must choose stress 

axes such that the factors multiplying 6 ]S , G lL , G+s , and GSI are 

zero. These factors are; 

sin 2 0 cos 3 $ for Gand G 

p 
sin 0 cos 3 $ for G+y and GS( 

So ve see that it suffices to choose @=© or ="ty& or TT/i > 

We choose thusly, three rods in order to evaluate the six components 

of G vhich are invariant to the difference between the two sites. 

Rod Number © 4> 

1 0° 90° 

2 45° 90° 

3 90° 90° 

In order to evaluate the derivatives in (V-12) ve must obtain 

8|,# in terms of the components of the compliance tensor in the 

crystalline system, s^. . To do this, we must perform a similarity 

rotation on SJ/J of about the z-axis and then one of O-Ttyq. about 

the y-axis, yielding; 

(V-2.3) £ ( 0 ( C^
4
 ^ +■ AL**$)SH + (o 

Gs4
**'AUA? C|[ S,-i ■+■ IQ. Ass* 0 CL©* 0 

C+ 6> AU^* <S> S,3 + 

C^4 0 

For <^5 » 90° we may rewrite (V-13); 
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(v-13’) Sl = /W4 ® S», + (o Wa a c^1 0 Sl3+ Coo4® SM 

Thus we have the following result, employing the values for . given 
■3 

by Wachtman, et al. ;    

ROD Su dVde ‘‘Vde d<Vc)e 

1 5-S3 0 
+ <;„ *»A; 

O 

1 + G,v f 

r r *^4*) 
,‘<a4i L as; J 

t 

3 ' s„ 
(6,-G.O [ 

_.t. a si‘krJ  r»/vi 
-&4, l*i>] 
-G^» i SI4

AM1 

Thus we are in a position to calculate the value of the components 

* ®n > > ®33 > ®|4 > an,i ®44* 

In order to find xhe other four components, we wish to use a 

stress direction such that sin^® cos 3$ * sin 2® cos 3 $ 7^ 0* 

It suffices thus to choose O-ir/4,4 = o and then to measure, 

rather than dB/de, & (dB/de), i.?., to ignore the individual shifts 

of the two different sites, but measure only the splitting of the 

lines. la this case we have from ('¥ -8) and (V-12); 

Cr-i3, A (de/de) = - a 5 V ( GIJ VS; + 2 G.t *'‘/s,:) 

- (G« "'VS,: - G* 

which for <0 = 45°, * O is Just 

A (d B/de) = - rs ^ (G ,* Vs,: + a e Vc) 

- Vao, ( S"K 

, where S,? = V4 (SH+(OS,J +S»i') 
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We see that no matter what values of 0 and ve choose; It is 

Impossible to evaluate more than the combinations of the splitting 

terms of Q in (V-13)■ So the variables for splitting are 

(G« + 3s,VswGj 

&v\tl (G5| — V< ^45) 
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VI. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AMD RESULTS FOR ION -SPLITTING CASE 

In section ¥ we considered an experiment in which @ was held 

constant and where E ^ - B-= E0 was constant. This is exactly the 

manner in which the experiment was performed. The experimental pro¬ 

cedure was essentially that described by Hemphill in his thesis. 

Figure 2 is a "block diagram of the EPR spectrometer which was used 

in this experiment. This design was developed by T. D. Black in the 

course of his investigation of stress effects on rare-earths in 

4 
CaF . The equipment is described in detail in Black’s and Hemphill's 

theses. 

Figure 3 is a photograph of the sample cavity and stress-mecha¬ 

nism which we developed to try to eliminate the bending we encoun¬ 

tered in attempting to employ Hemphill's cavity. The cavity proper 

is shown separately in Figure h together with a diagram indicating 

the magnetic-field lines and sample orientation. The cavity is a 

rectangular cavity which is excited in the TEgoi mode. The sample 

is placed in a region of high magnetic field which is perpendicular 

to the axis of the rod. 

The stress mechanism is shown in Figure 5 with the cavity 

removed. Stress is applied to the rod along its axis by means of 

the large, hand wheel. 

All rotational motion is removed by means of a push rod which is 

restricted to linear motion. The stress is adjusted to lie along the 

axis of the rod by means of an adjustable ball socket on the static 

end of the rod. 



IN23CMR IN23E DIODE 

FIGURE 2 EPR SPECTROMETER 



FIGURE 3 CAVITY a STRESS SYSTEM 



rod axis 

?rf 

FIGURE 4 TE20I CAVITY 



FIGURE 5 STRESS MECHANISM 
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The strain was measured by means of four constantan foil, paper 

base SR-df strain gages, type FAP-12-12 which were attached to the four 

sides of the rod using Eastman tylQ adhesive. 

For each rod, all gages were taken from the same lot and all had 

the same gage factors. In addition a comparison, or dummy, gage of 

the same lot as the gages on the rod, was employed to eliminate any 

temperature dependent drift. 

The samples were prepared in exactly the same manner as described 

by Hemphill, but were slightly longer than his samples. 

The experimental procedure was very simple: The magnet base 

readings were calibrated to the angle 8 with respect to the c-axis by 

employing the angular dependence of the unstressed spectrum in the 

vicinity of 0° and 90°. The frequency of the microwaves was held 

constant by locking the klystron frequency to the resonant frequency 

of the sample cavity. The magnet base was set for the angle neces¬ 

sary to have B at an angle 0 to the c-axis, and the magnetic field was 

adjusted to a value where a resonance was observed. The magnetic 

field was measured with the NMR Gaussmeter. Strain readings were 

recorded for the four gages. Stress was applied and the new strain 

readings recorded. The ball seat was adjusted until the strain 

differences were approximately equal on the four sides. The magnetic 

field was readjusted for resonance and this field measured. This 

was repeated for higher stresses and then the stress was removed 

and the field was found to return to its initial value. The 

measurements were repeated for various values of 8 and for several 



C LEAST-SQUARES ANALYSIS OF RUBY STRAIN DATA E.D.MC DONALO,P.L.DONOH 
DIMENSIONGA(6,IOOO),W(1000),F(1000),AL(6),A(6,6),VARG1(6),VARG2(6) 

l,ALP(6),G(6),GP(6) 
COMMON NLQ0Pl,NLQQP2»TH,B»DUMMY,FD12»FD3»FD5»ET 
NW=4 
K=0 < 

21 READ INPUT TAPE 2,1,NR,I,J,TH,B,Q,Y,NC,ET 
1 FORMAT!11,2X2II,4FL0.5,4X11,4XF10.3) 

K=K + 1 
CALL MESS (I,J) 
IF (NL00P1-2) 700,200,200 

700 IF (NL00P2—2) 701,200,200 
200 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,2,NL00P1,NL00P2,I,J,TH,B,DUMMY,FD12,FD3,FD5, 

1 ET,NW,K 
2 FORMAT(212,2X211,F5«i»6l3XE10.3),2X212) 

701 GO TO (11,12,13) ,NR 
11 GA{i,K)=.335*FD3 

GA(2,K)=0.Q 
GA!3,K)=1.0»FD3 
GA(A,K)=0.0 
GA(5 ,K)=0.0 
GA(6,K)=0.0 
GO TO 20 

12 GA(1,K)=-0.186*FD3 
GA!2»K)=0.429*FD12 
GA(3»K)=0.370*FD3 
GA(4,K)=1.322»FD5 
GA(5,K)=-2.645*FD12 
GA(6 ,K)=-0.429*FD5 
GO TO 20 

13 GA(1 ,K)=-0„696*FD3 
GA(2,K)=1.30A*FD12 
GA(3,K)=—0.155*FD3 
GA(4,K)=-0.208»FD5 
GA(5,K)=0.416»FD12 
GA(6,K)=-i.304»FD5 

20 W(K)=Y 
F ( K)=-Q 
GO TO (21,22),NC 

22 DO 23 M=1,6 
AL(M ) = 0.0 
DO 23 L=1» 6 

23 A(M,L)=0.0 
DO 25 KT=1,K 
DO 2A M=1,6 
AL(M)=AL(M)+W(KT)»F(KT)»GA(M,KT) 
DO 24 L=1,6 

24 A(M,L)=A(M,L)+W(KT)»GA(M,KT)«GA(L,KT) 
25 CONTINUE 

CALL SOLVE!A,AL,G) 
VARF=0.0 
DO 26 KT=1,K 

300 F0=0.0 
DO 27 M=1,6 



.27 FO=FO+G(M)aGA(M,KT) 
26 VARF=VARF+( fi(KT)-F0)»»2 

VARF=VARF/FLOATF(K) 
DO 28 L=1»6 
VARGKL )=0o0 /. 

28 VARG21L)=0*0 
DO 29 KT=l,K 
00 30 M= 1»6 

30 ALP(M) = W(KT)*GA(M» KT) 
CALL SOLVE (A,ALP,GP) 
DO 31 M=I,6 
VARGK M ) =VARG1 (M)+GP(M)*»2/W(KT) 

31 VARG2(M)=VARG2(M)+GP(M)»o2 
29 CONTINUE 

DO 32 M= 1»6 
32 VARG2(M)=VARG2(M)*VARF 

GO TO (2000,2001,2002,2003),NW 
2000 CONTINUE 
2003 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3,2010 
2010 FORMAT(23H1 WEIGHTED AS PER CARDS) 

GO TO 2009 
2002 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3,2011 
2011 FORMAT(28H1 WEIGHTED DBDE&&2 OF CARDS ) 

- GO TO 2009 
2001 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3,2012 
2012 FORMAT(16H1 EQUAL WEIGHTS ) 
2009 CONTINUE 

WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3,33,G,VARGl,VARG2,VARF 
33 FORMAT (1H0,14X5H11+12,10X5H11-12,12X2H33,13X2H44,13X2H14,13X2H41A 

110H0 G 6F15.5/10H0 VAR*l 6F15*5/10H0 VAR.2 6F15.5/10H0VA 
2R. DBDE F15.5) 

CALLDBDE (G, VARG2) :: 
NW=NW-1 
GO TO (35,36,760),NW 

760 DO 761 KT=1,K 
761 W ( KT ) = F ( KT ) **2»W ( KT ) '  - '   -  

GO TO 22 
35 CALL EXIT 
36 DO 37 KT=i,K 
37 W(KT)=1.0 

GO TO 22 
END.   ■-:-'v V:' ■■'■■■ ’V : '■■■■:..' -T"*' 
SUBROUTINESOLVE(G,GL,X) 
DIMENSI0NA(6»6)»AL(6),B(6,5),BL(6),C(5,4),CL(5),D(4»3),DL(4),E(3,2 

1),EL(3),F(2,2),FL(2),X(6),T(7,6),TL (7),V(6,5),VL(6) ,G(6,6),GL(6) 
004011=1,6 ’ ‘ 
AL(I)=GL(I) 
D0401 J=1,6        l.; : "‘v • • \  ~ 

401 A(I,J)=G(l,J) 
N=6 ■ ‘ ,.. ; • 
D011=1,6 
TL(I )=AL( I) . . r 
D01J=1,6 

1 T(I,J)=A(I,J) 



M=1 
Goroioo 

200 002011=1,6 
AU n = TUI) 
D020U«l*6 

201 A{I,J)=T(I,J} 
0021=1,5 
BLl I )=VL{I) 
TL(I)=VL(I) 
D02J=i,5 
B(ItJ)=V(I,J) 

2 T ( It J)*VUi J) 
N=5 
M=2 
G0T0100 

300 003011=1,5 
Bim = TLII) 
00301J=1,5 

301 BCI,J)=T(I,J) 
0031=1,4 
CL Cl )=VL(I) 
TUI )=VL (I} 
003J=1,4 
C( I »J)=V{I,J) 

3 T(ItJ)=V(I,J) 
N=4 
M=3 
G0T0100 

400 008011=1,4 
CL([)=TLin 
D0801J=1,4 

801 C(I,J)=T(I,JJ 
D04I=1,3 
DL(I ) = VL(I) 
TL(I)=,VL(I) 
D04J=1,3 
OtI,J)=V(I,J) 

4 T(11J)=V( 11J) 
N=3 
M=4 
G0T0100 

500 005011=1,3 
DL (I ) = TUI) 
D0501J=1,3 

501 D(I,J)=T(I,J) 
0051=1,2 
EL( I ) = VL(I) 
TL(I)=VLin 
005J=1,2 

' E(I,J) = V{I,J ) 
5 T(I,J)=V(I,J) 

N=2 
M=5 
GOTOIOO   



600 F(1»1) = V (1,1) 
006011=1»2 

• EL(I)=TL( I) 
D060lJ=l,2 

601 E< X *J)»T( 
FL (l )=VL (1) 
X( l)=FL(i)/Fli,U 
XC2>=CELC2)-E(2,1)*X(1I 
X(3)=(DL(3)-D(3,1)*X(1)-D(3,2)*X(2))/D(3,3) 
X(4)=(CL(4)-C(4,l)*X(l)-C(4,2)*X(2)-C(4,3)*X(3n/C(4,4) 
X{5)=(BL(5)-B(5,l)*X(l)-B(5,2)*X(2)-B(5,3MX(3l-B(5,4i*X(4) )/B(5,5 

X ( 6 ) = (A L (6) - A ( 6»1) * X (1) - A (6 * 2)»X(2)-A(6»3)*X(3)-A(6,4)*X(4)-A(6,5) 
1»X(5))/A(6,6) 
RETURN 

100 BIG=ABSF(T(1,N)) 
D0101J=l »N 
IF(ABSF(T(J,N))~BIG)101,102,102 

102 BIG=ABSF(T(J»N)) 
■ L=J ■ . ■ 

101 CONTINUE 
• J=L , v • . 
TL(N+1)=TL(J) • • _ \ , 
D0103K=1,N , ' ' “V V.' ' 

103 T(N+l,K)=T(J,K) \ 
JP=J+1 ' '  1 ’ 
KP=N+1 , 
D0104K=JP,KP 
TL(K-l)=TLlK) 
D010AL=1.N 

104 Tit K-l, L )=T( K»L ) 
NP=N-1 
00501=1,NP 
Z=T(I,N)/T(N,N) 
VL(I)=TL(I)-TL(N)*Z 
0050J=1»NP 

50 V(I»J) = T(I,J)-Z*T(N,J) 
GOTO(200,300,400,500,600I, M 
ENO 
SUBROUTINE OBDE(G,VARG) 
COMMON NL00P1 ,NL00P2fTH,B0«B,FD12,FD3,FD5,ET ' -f ; : 

DIMENSION G(6),VARG(6),GA(6,2),NRM(5),IM(6),JM(6),B0M(V) 
IF (SENSE SWITCH 1) 1,2 1 . / ., ^ 

1 RETURN 
2 CONTINUE 

NRM(1)=1 
NRM(2)=2 
NRM(3)=3 
IM (1 
I’M (2 )=2 
IM(3)=2 
IM(4)=3 
IM(5)=1 
IM(6)=1 



JM(1)=2 
JM{2)=3 
JM { 3 ) = 3 
JM(4)=4 
J M ( 5 ) = 3 
JM(6)=3 . 
BOM{1)=7.69 
BOM(2)=0.27 
BOM( 3) = 3.83 
BOM( 4) = 1 • 19 
BOM{5)=0.56 
BOM{6)=3.57 
K = 1 
D069M1=1,3 
D069M2=1,6 
1= IM(M2 ) 
J=JM{M2) 
TH=0.0 
BO=BOM(M2) 
NR=NRM(Ml) 
ET=9.93 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3,3,NR,I,J 

3 FORMAT ( 1H1,6X» 2HNR »4X,1HI,4X,1HJ,6X,2HTH,14X,1HB, 12X»4HDBDE »7X,15H 
1 STD. DEV. DBDE /1H0I8»2I5) 
DTH=2. 
D040N=1,45 
TH=TH+DTH 
CALLMESS (I,J) 
GO TO {32,69),NL00P1 

32 GO TO (33,69),NL00P2 
33 IF(B)69,34,34 
34 CONTINUE 

GO TO (11,12,13),NR 
11 GA{ 1,K) = .335*»FD3 

GA(2,K)=0.0 
GA(3,K)=1.0»FD3 
GA(4,K)=0.0 
GA{5,K)=0.0 
GA(6,K)=0«0 
GO: TO 20 . 

12 GA(1,K)=—0.186»FD3 
GA(2,K)=0.429»FD12 
GA(3,K)=0.370»FD3 
GA(4,K)=i.322»FD5 
GA(5,K)=—2.645*FD12 
GA(6,K)=-0.429»FD5 
GO TO 20 

13 GA{1,K)=-0.696*FD3 
GA(2,K)=i.304«FD12 
GA(3,K)=-0.155*FD3 
GA(4,K)=0.208»FD5 
GA(5»K)=0.416»F012 
GA(6,K)=1.304»FD5 

20 CONTINUE 



F=0o , :■ ■:: 
VARF=0. : ’ 
D04M=1,6 
F=F+G(M)*GA(M,K) 

A VARF=VARF+VARG(M)*GA(M»K)**2 
STD=SQRTF(VARF) 

AO WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3,5,TH,B,F,STD 
5 FORMAT{IH ,19X,4F15.5) 

69 CONTINUE 
31 RETURN 

END 
SUBROUTINE MESS (I,J) 
FNMF(E)=4.*E*»3-E*(5.*G2*B2+4.*D2)+2.*G2*B2*D*C3 
FNNF(E)= G2*BM-5.*E*»2+4.*D*E*C3+2.25*G2«B2+D2*C6) 
FNPF(E)=6.*G2*B2*D*CF*SF*(2.*E+D) 
FNRF(E)=3.*G2*B2*E*C3-06.*D*E**2+06.*D*D2+l«5*G2*B2*D*C6 
FNSF(E)=(-6.*G2*B2*CF*SF*(2.*E+D)I. 
FNTF(E)=3.*G2*B2*SF**2*(0-E) 
DIMENSION EC4) 
COMMON NLOOPi»NLOQP2*TH» BO* B*DBDD12*DBDD3» DBDD5»ET 
D= (-5.733) ,   
D2=D*D . - . ' : •! . ’ 
G=2.7789 ■ 
G2=G*G :> . . ■ \ 
T=TH/57.29578 \ 
CF=COSF (T) , : c 
SF=SINF(T) • : . ; , , 
C3=1.-3.*CF*CF , 
C6=l«—6«*CF*CF * 
B=BO v’T‘*'"~  
L=0 • ■; f.-; ‘; : 

500 L=L+1 ■ ; ; > •■■■:■ : r ' ;.. 
IFIL—2 5) 400 *301*301 

301 NL00P1=2 
.GO TO 300 

AOO B2=B*B 
AL=2.5*G2»B2+2.*D2 
BE=2»*G2*B2*D*C3 
GA=D2*D2+.5625*(G2«B2)**2*«5*G2*B2*D2*C6 
DEL=D-1.5*G*B i 
EIP=-DEL ! 

1 K=K+1 
IF{K—25)10*200*200 

200 NL00P2=2 
GO TO 5 

10 EI=EIP 
EI P= EI -* (EI **4-AL*Ei**2+BE*EI+GA) / (A* *E I **3-2« *AL*E I+BE} 
IF(ABSFIEI-EIPI-O.00001)2*2*1 

2 E(1)=EIP V ~ 
EIP=DBL 
K=0   ' 

j K—K+l • ' 

IF(K—25)30*200*200   • ' ’ . 



fl 

30 E I = E IP 
EIP=EI-(EI*«4-AL*EI**2+BE*EI+GA)/(4.»EI**3-2» *AL*EI+BE) 
IF(ABSF{EI-EIP)-0.00001)4,4,3 

4 E(4)=EIP 
E12)=0.5M-(E( l)+E(4mSQRTFUEm+E(4))*«2-4,*GA/(Eil)*E(4)))) 
E ( 3 ) = { - ( E (1) +E ( 2) ■*•£ (4) )) 
NL00P2=1 

5 CONTINUE 
GOTO(20,300),NL00P2 

20 FT=E(I)-E(J)-ET 
FTP=FNNF(E( J))/FNMF(E(J))-FNNF(E(I))/FNMF(E{I)) 
B=B—FT/FTP 
IF{ABSF(FT/FTP)-.0001)50,50,500 

50 B2=B*B 
' DEN=FNMF(E(J))*FNNF(E(I))-FNMF{EU))*FNNFIE(J)) 

1 TOPP=FNMF(E(I))*FNPF(E(J)J-FNMFlE(J))*FNPF(E(I)) _ 
TOPR=FNMF(E(I))*FNRF{E(J))-FNMF(EIJ))*FNRF{E(I)) 
TOPS=FNMF(E(I) ) *FNSF ( E (>J ) J-FNMF (E i J) )*FNSF (E (I)) 
TOPT=FNMF(E(I) )*FNTF(EI JD-FNMFIEU) )*FNTFtE(in \ 
DBD03=T0PR/0EN , 
08005=TOPS/DEN 
DBDD12=T0PT/DEN \ 
DTH=l./57.29578 \ 
BO=B+DTH*TOPP/DEN  ~  \   “ * "* : 

NL00P1=1 \ 
300 RETURN ' • - v • 

, END - 



6 FORMAT 
7 PRINT 5 

10 DO 20 I 
20 SUM (I) 

N = 0 
30 N = N+l 

LEAST SQUARES FIT OF STRAIN DATA R. B. HEMPHILL RICE UNIV. 
DIMENSION SUM{9) , DB(20), DE(20), WTI20) 

3 FORMAT ( I1,2X,2IL,F5.0»2F10.1,F5.3»F5.0,4X,U) 
4 FORMAT( Ii,2X2U,4FiQo5,4Xli»4XFlQ,3) 
5 FORMAT (106HI ROD TRANS THETA OB/DE 
1 BINT VAR DB/DE SIG DB/DE WT DB/DE N) 

(i2XIl,7X2Il,7XF5.1,4XF10.2,4XF8.2,F14.6,Fi2.6,Fi4.6,4XI2) 

1,9 
0,0 

READ 3 ,NROD,I,J,TH,BI,B,FO,DE(N),NCTRL 
BA=B1/4257* 76 
WT(N)=-DE(N) 
IF (SENSE SWITCH 2) 31,32 

31 WT(N) = 1.0 
32 CONTINUE 

DB C N ) = 
DE(N) * 
SUM(1) * 
SUM(2) = 
SUM(3) = 
SUM(4) * 
SUM(5) = 
SUM(6) = 
SUM(7) = 
SUM(8) * 

(NCTRL) 30,30,40 

(B-BI ) /4257 .76 
DE(N) « l.OE- 6 
SUM( 1 ) +WT ( N)» DB (N) 
SUM ( 2 ) +WT ( N)'* DE (N)* DE ( N) 
SUM( 3)+WT( N) * DE (N) * DB( N) 
SUM ( 4 ) +WT ( N)» DE (N) 
SUM ( 5 ) +WT ( N) 
SUM ( 6 ) + (WT (N) *DE(N) )«« 2 
SUM ( 7 ) +WT ( N)* WT (N) 
SUM( 8 ) +WT { N) ® WT (N) * DE( N) 

40 

50 

51 

52 
53 

IF 
DELTA = SUM( 5)*SUM( 2)-SUM(4)«*2- - - 
BINT = (SUM(1)®SUM(2)-SUM(3)*SUM(4))/DELTA 
DBDE = (SUM(5)»SUM(3)-SUM(4)*SUM(1))/DELTA 
DO 50 K = 1,N 
SUM(9) = SUM{9)+WT{K) *{DBDE*DE{K)+BINT-DB(K)) »«2 
VARA=SUM(9)/SUM(5) 
VARB=5.53E-8   
IFCABSF(VARA)-A8SF(VARB)) 51,51,52. 
VAR=VARB 
GO TO 53 
VAR=VARA • 
VARM = VAR*lSUM(5)*SUM(5 )»SUM(6)-2.0*SUM(5)*SUMl8)*SUM(4)+SUM(4)*S 

1UM(4)*SUM(7) )/DELTA»*2 . ^ . . 
SIGM * = SQRTF (VARM) 
IF (VARM-1.0E-6) 54 » 55, 55 

54 WTT . ss 0.0 
GO TO 56 

55 WTT rs 1.0/VARM 
56 IF (SENSE SWITCH 3) 57, 58 
57 WTT = 1.0 
58 NCT =S 1 

IF (NCTRL—2) 80, 60, 70 
60 NCT ss 1 

GO TO 80 
70 NCT s 2 



80 IF (SENSE SWITCH 1) 81,82 
81 PUNCH 4,NROD,I,J,TH,BA»D80E,WTT»NCT,FO 
82 BINT = BINT*1.0E+3 

PRINT 6,NROD,I,J,TH,OBOE,BINT,VARM»SIGM,WTT,N 
IF (NCTRt-2) 10,7,90 

90 PAUSE 
GO TO 7 
END  
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